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Abstract. One of the challenging problems in the new research domain of the Internet of Things (IoT) is the diversity of 

existing formal or informal definitions about the domain per se, mostly due to its interdisciplinary nature. Another key challenge 

in the IoT domain is the extremely large diversity of billions of ‘things’ that will comprise it combined with a need for self-

management, posing the need for semantic interoperability, the ability of ‘things’ to unambiguously convey the meaning of data 

(and resources) they carry, in order to cooperate in a large-scale, federated and coordinated way. Last but not least, a challenge is 

also to provide modeling support to semantic registries/gateways for these ‘things’, allowing for provider and consumer peers to 

register them, and to coordinate and retrieve them, respectively. This paper describes an ontology that represents knowledge 

about the ‘things’ in IoT and about the way they should interoperate, as a first attempt to solve these challenging problems in 

concert. 
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1. Introduction and Motivation 

Internet of Things (IoT) is a forthcoming 

technological revolution that will radically change our 

environment and enable innovative global as well as 

local applications and services for users. IoT will 

enable a global connectivity between physical objects 

(connecting ‘things’, not only places or people), will 

bring real-time machine-published information to the 

Web, as well as will enable a better interaction of 

people with the physical environment by combining 

ubiquitous access with the cloud intelligence. 

The ‘things’ on the IoT are various physical entities 

that are of some interest to humans, e.g., a heater to 

control, a package to track, an industrial machine to 

monitor. Depending on the nature of these things, 

different technologies for connecting them to the IoT 

are (or will be) used. The three major options for this 

come from the three major technology areas related to 

IoT. They rely on different technologies and are 

prevailing in different industry sectors, resulting in the 

first layer of heterogeneity on IoT: 

a) Attached devices: Identifiers such as RFID tags 

or barcodes are attached to things to enable their 

automatic identification and tracking. Based on a 

thing’s identifier, the information about the thing 

is then retrieved from a database or from the 

Web. 

b) Sensing and Actuating devices: These devices are 

placed in the close vicinity of ‘things’ and 

provide a “second-hand” access (from outside) to 

their properties or functions. Examples are 

temperature and other sensors, cameras for cars’ 

register plate recognition, and actuators like 

remotely-controlled door locks or window blind 

controls. 

c) Embedded devices: Some ‘things’, such as 

industrial machinery, home electronics, smart 

phones, wearable devices, have embedded 

processors, data storages, sensors and actuators, 

enabling “first hand” access (from inside) to 

them, often over IP and without special gateways. 

Therefore, IoT will necessarily consist of a 

heterogeneous set of devices and heterogeneous 

communication strategies between the devices. It is 

clear, however, that such a heterogeneous system 

should evolve into a more structured set of solutions, 

where ‘things’ are made uniformly discoverable, 

enabled to communicate with other entities, and are 

closely integrated with the Internet infrastructure and 

services, regardless of the particular way (RFIDs, 

sensors, embedded electronics) in which they are 

connected to the IoT.   

The IoT will require interoperability at multiple 

levels. On the hardware side, such problems have to be 

addressed as handling a capability mismatch between 

traditional Internet hosts and small devices, as well as 

handling widely differing communication and 

processing capabilities in different devices. In the 

interface between the device and network domains, IoT 

gateways will provide a common interface towards 

many heterogeneous devices and networks. Some IoT 

devices, e.g. home electronic appliances, will, 

however, be likely connected directly to the Internet 

without such middle-boxes.  

A trend in IoT area is to attempt to integrate ‘things’ 

seamlessly with the existing Web infrastructure and to 

expose connected ‘things’ uniformly as Web resources, 

resulting in what is called the Web of Things (WoT). 

The aim is to reuse the architectural principles of the 

Web and apply them to the connection with the real 

world, i.e. with (smart) entities e.g. smart engines, 

smart packages, smart rooms, thereby making them 

first-class citizens of the Web [14, 19]. Such an 

approach is a great facilitator of interoperability. For 

true interoperability, we need, however, semantic 

interoperability, the ability of the devices to 

unambiguously convey the meaning of data they 

communicate over Web protocols. Semantic Web 

(SW) technology can be used to extend WoT into what 

is sometimes referred to as the Semantic Web of 

Things. Such an extension incorporates into the IoT 

domain all the benefits of the SW, i.e. a) a web-scale 

approach using URIs and HTTP, b) extensibility 

through the Open World Assumption principle, c) 

interlinking of domain models through inter-model 

references, d) use of standard languages, and e) model 

expressiveness through inference of logical 

consequences. 

The work reported in this paper is particularly 

motivated by a vision of an open and interoperable 

IoT, where the following four related requirements are 

satisfied:  

a) Ability to have gradually growing IoT 

environments, contrasted to a need to install and 

interconnect all IoT devices and software at once. 

b) Ability to interconnect devices from different 

vendors. 

c) Ability of 3rd parties to develop software 

applications for IoT environments, contrasted to 

applications coming only from the devices’ 

vendors.  

d) Ability to develop applications that are generic in 

the sense of running on various IoT device sets 

(different vendors, same purpose), contrasted to 

developing applications for a very particular 

configurations of devices. 



This vision presumes a rather loosely-coupled 

interoperability than any other form of tighter 

integration such as standardization of protocols and 

application programming interfaces. Therefore, a 

decision is to rely on the above benefits of the semantic 

technology. Moreover, we do not assume an agreed 

and shared ontology that all the device and software 

vendors would follow, as we find such an assumption 

unrealistic. This paper describes an ontology, but the 

goal of this ontology is to act as a mediator tool when 

aligning ontologies of various vendors and not as an 

agreement between those vendors. 

 The goal is to support a (semi-)automated (peer-to-

peer or centralized) translation process at runtime, with 

minimum human (designer and end-user) involvement, 

by computing (via a mediated schema) and storing 

alignments of data descriptions in such a way that they 

could be queried and utilized together with the data, in 

a uniform way. This goal extends the dynamic 

ontology linking process for the behavioral 

coordination of heterogeneous systems as reported in 

Katasonov and Terziyan in 2010 [1] and the work of 

Smirnov et al in 2009 [4] and complements the latest 

work of  ontology matching in smart spaces of 

Smirnov et al in 2010 [3]. The work presented in this 

paper is also motivated by the related work of 

decentralized semantic coordination of agents in P2P 

systems [16, 21] in respect to the automatic and self-

organization of schema/ontology mappings towards 

‘healing’ incorrect mappings of entities in smart 

spaces. 

In the IoT setting, motivated by the ‘abstraction 

level challenge” of the Semantic Sensor Web [13] and 

from the future work directions of the W3C XG’s final 

report on the SSN ontology  [15], we introduce a new 

high-level type of entities, which we refer to as ‘smart 

entities’. Smart entities ‘live’ in a domain-specific or 

cross-domain setting. They correspond directly to 

physical ‘things’ that are of some interest to humans, 

i.e. examples are “smart door”, “smart room”, “smart 

package”. In addition, they are equipped with other 

physical entities, the purpose of which is connecting 

the ‘things’ to IoT (e.g. sensors, actuators, RFIDs). 

Some smart entities, however, can be just equipped 

with datasets or data-streams exposed in the Cloud, e.g. 

Pachube
2
 feeds. Smart entities may also be controlled 

by other entities responsible for the execution of 

common tasks, which we refer to as ‘control entities’ 

and ‘applications’. A pure peer-to-peer approach 

without control entities is possible too, as smart entities 

may have their own software agents. Furthermore, to 

address the semantic interoperability goals, these smart 

entities are equipped (on-board or in the Cloud) with a 
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conceptual description, i.e. ontology, for representing 

the properties of the physical entities they include and 

of the data they produce or consume. 

Such rich information for representing smart entities 

and their properties conforms also with one of the 

challenges of Semantic Web research in terms of smart 

entities, reported by Sabou in 2010 [12] i.e. the 

representation of a variety of information regarding 

smart objects on the IoT. 

As recently stated by Haller in 2010 [18], and also 

identified in related strategic research agendas and 

roadmaps [14, 19], there are already a few attempts 

that strive towards providing conceptualizations for the 

IoT domain. We do not attempt to provide new 

definitions, but strive towards reusing existing ones 

with the aim to contribute a formal specification of a 

shared and agreed conceptualization [20] for a) the 

disambiguation of existing terminology used in the IoT 

domain for the representation of ‘things’, b) 

emphasizing conceptualizations of interconnected, 

cluster-organized and aligned smart entities towards 

supporting their semantic registration, coordination and 

retrieval. 

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 

describes background knowledge and related work. 

Section 3 describes the aim and scope of the developed 

ontology, describing an indicative scenario of its use. 

Section 4 describes the conceptualizations formalized 

and section 5 reports on evaluation strategy. Finally we 

present our conclusions and future plans. 

 

2. Related work 

One definition of IoT is “a global network and 

service infrastructure of variable density and 

connectivity with self-configuring capabilities based on 

standard and interoperable protocols and formats, 

consisting of heterogeneous things that have identities, 

physical and virtual attributes, and are seamlessly and 

securely integrated into the Internet” [19]. This 

definition, as many others, puts the focus on the 

necessary properties of IoT rather than just defines the 

meaning of the term, in so stressing the importance of 

creating proper conceptualizations of the domain. 

In the work of Benoit et al in 2011 [5], authors 

present preliminary and ongoing work towards an 

ontological framework for the representation and 

retrieval of connected smart objects in the WoT. The 

notion of a virtual object and of a compound virtual 

object is in alignment with the smart entity and smart 

entity cluster of the work presented in this paper. Also, 

the reported process of discovering similarities 

between connected objects is in alignment with the aim 

of our ontology for semantically coordinating smart 

entities via their conceptualizations’ alignment. Having 

https://pachube.com/


said that, the reported models were not available for 

reuse and quite limited information was provided in the 

related research paper regarding the devised 

conceptualizations. More importantly, this work does 

not reuse the SSN ontology which is the latest W3C 

representational effort to reach consensus on the 

description of sensed data and observations. 

In the related work reported by Hackem et al in 

2011 [17], although authors claim to devise a global 

ontology for the IoT domain, the work emphasizes on 

the representation of devices. Moreover, the work does 

not reuse generic and widely-agreed ontologies (e.g. 

SSN ontology) or align with existing domain 

ontologies (e.g. NASA SWEET ontologies), which is 

not usually an acceptable ontology development 

strategy in ontology engineering. Most importantly, 

this work does not incorporate information descriptions 

for supporting the semantic coordination of registered 

heterogeneous smart entities at run-time. Finally, the 

ontology definitions are still preliminary, it is not 

possible to realize if and how they are utilized in data 

integration and retrieval processing, and they are not 

publicly available for reaching consensus and for 

reusing them. 

Related work in SOFIA3, SENSEI4, 

SemSorGrid4Env5, SM4All6 and HYDRA7 projects has 

been focusing more on the middleware frameworks 

rather than the modeling of related information, 

regarding sensors in smart spaces or federated sensor 

networks towards solving small or large-scale data 

integration problems. A latest effort within the SWISS-

Experiment8 project emphasizes the use of W3C XG 

SSN ontology in a large-scale federated sensor network 

for semantic data sensor search [7]. The SSN ontology 

is a domain-independent ontology that describes 

sensors and observations for use in sensor network and 

sensor web applications, by merging sensor-focused, 

observation-focused and system-focused views 

(considering and integrating most of the 

conceptualization efforts of the other related projects). 

The SSN ontology has been devised by taking into 

consideration the aforementioned related projects, so 

reusing it in our IoT-ontology was a key design 

decision. The aim and scope of the ontologies 

developed for these projects is a subset of the one 

presented in this paper since they focus only on 

sensing devices-related information and do not abstract 

into the higher-level notion of interconnected, clustered 
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and aligned smart entities ‘living’ in different smart 

networks. 

Furthermore, there are informal descriptions of 

Things in the IoT such as the one recently provided by 

Haller [18], which also have been describing a subset 

of the information that is required to be incorporated in 

an ontology for the IoT towards solving all challenging 

representational problems in concert.  

Concluding, the modeling and ontology creation 

effort presented in this paper does not attempt to 

compete against related ones but, in contrast, it strives 

towards reusing and extending them, in order to 

support its aim and scope in the most efficient and 

effective way. 

   

3. Ontology aim and scope 

3.1 Use case scenario 

In the paragraphs that follow we provide a domain-

specific scenario that exemplifies the issues we attempt 

to solve using the IoT-ontology as a mediator, which 

were also presented as IoT requirements in the 

Introduction section.  

A vendor Vendor-A installs a smart home network 

HomeSmartNetwork-1 in Mary’s house. The network 

connects two smart entities (SmartE-A1 and SmartE-

A2) and a control entity (ControlE-A1). SmartE-A1 is 

an entity that has a meaning of “smart living room”. 

For simplicity, the smartness here is restricted to being 

equipped with (equiv. to hasPart property in the IoT 

ontology) a physical entity which is an electronic 

device, or more specifically an environmental sensing 

device for measuring the temperature in the room, i.e., 

a sensing device equipped with a temperature sensor. 

SmartE-A2 is a “smart heater”, an electric home 

appliance for heating the house, equipped with an 

actuating device from remotely adjusting the heating 

power. ControlE-A1 is a Vendor-A’s software 

controller, running on a computing device, responsible 

for controlling the interconnection and interoperation 

of the other two entities. SmartE-A1 is also equipped 

with a software agent (note that we do not presume any 

agent architecture here) responsible for a number of 

tasks related to the particular smart entity, and with an 

ontology definition that provides semantic description 

of the schema used for the temperature data, the 

temperature sensing device itself and to other resources 

that this entity may be equipped with. Similarly, 

SmartE-A2 is also equipped with an ontology 

definition for properties of the device and the language 

of commands it understands. ControlE-A1 broadcasts 

to the network a request (query) for temperature data in 

order to monitor the heat in the living room. SmartE-

A1 software agent responds accordingly (see Task-1i 

http://www.sofia-project.eu/
http://www.sensei-project.eu/
http://www.semsorgrid4env.eu/
http://www.sm4all-project.eu/
http://www.hydramiddleware.eu/
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description in following section), returning the current 

temperature value from the sensor and a timestamp. 

Based on the preferences of Mary and the control 

software logic, a related command to increase or 

decrease the heater power is sent to the heater SmartE-

A2 by the ControlE-A1 (Task-1ii).  

A couple of months later, Mary decides to extend 

the home network with a new smart entity “smart 

bedroom” also equipped with a temperature sensor. 

She gets a better offer from Vendor-B, so an order is 

placed to that vendor. After plugging in the sensor and 

initiation of a new smart entity SmartE-B1 in the smart 

home network, a meaning negotiation process is 

automatically initiated by ControlE-A1 in order to be 

able to understand the ontology definition of SmartE-

B1. The ontology definition of SmartE-B1 is (semi-

)automatically aligned by ControlE-A1 (Task-2) with 

the one of SmartE-A1, which is already known to 

ControlE-A1. Based on this alignment, ControlE-A1 is 

now able to request and receive room temperature data 

from both SmartE-A1 and SmartE-B1 (Task-3i) in a 

unified way, and to control the heater so that the 

temperature in both rooms is close to Mary’s 

preferences. ControlE-A1 acknowledges the 

registration of the new smart entity in the domain-

specific smart entity cluster it controls (Task-3ii).  

Later on, Mary learns that Vendor-C provides a 

generic software application which could be used as an 

upgrade of the heating control entity for her home. 

This application, ControlE-C1, is capable of energy-

saving predictive heating control that takes into 

account not only the indoor temperature but also the 

changes in the outdoor temperature. Mary downloads 

the ControlE-C1 from a Web-based app store. This is 

similar to the way in which smartphone applications 

are downloaded in present.  Unlike smartphone 

applications, however, ControlE-C1 has to discover 

and align the data provider entities it needs as well as 

the heater(s). First, it discovers SmartE-A1 and 

SmartE-B1 present in the house, and aligns own 

ontology with the ontologies of those (same way as 

Task-2 above) to be able to request and receive the 

indoor temperature measurements. Second, it also 

discovers the heater SmartE-A2 and aligns with it as 

well, to be able to send the commands to it. Third, it 

searches for entities providing the outdoor temperature 

for the area of Mary’s house. As Mary does not have a 

remotely-accessible outdoor temperature sensor in her 

network, ControlE-C1 opts for employing SmartE-D1 

provided by Vendor-D ‘living’ in a city smart network, 

CitySmartNetwork-1 (the logic of Web-based 

discovery is out of the scope of this paper). SmartE-D1 

has the meaning of “smart city environment” and 

provides the outdoor temperature for Mary’s living 

area. It is not equipped with a sensing device itself but 

with a Pachube data-feed, which is an approximation 

based on measurements coming from different outdoor 

temperature sensors somewhere in the town. 

Obviously, the ontology of SmartE-D1 has to be 

aligned with the one of ControlE-C1 as well. In 

practice, an additional task may have to be first 

performed which is the automated learning of SmartE-

D1 ontology definition based on the Pachube feed 

metadata (if the ontology definition is not directly 

available). 
Table 1 

Networking organization information of entities of different vendors 
in the example scenario 

Vendor Entity Network organization 

Pre- Post- 

 

Vendor-A 

SmartE-A1  

HomeSmartNework-1 

 

 

 

WoT-1 

ControlE-A1 

SmartE-A2 

Vendor-B SmartE-B1 None 

Vendor-C ControlE-C1 None 

Vendor-D SmartE-D1 CitySmartNework-1 

 

Now, both HomeSmartNetwork-1 and 

CitySmartNetwork-1 are parts of a particular subset the 

Web of Things, i.e. WoT-1. The ultimate goal of the 

presented framework is that, given a set of registered 

and semantically coordinated smart entities, any 

control entity which is member of the WoT-1 instance 

(i.e. a registered entity) can run domain/application 

specific queries for the retrieval of these smart entities 

and of their properties, and of course of their data, in a 

unified way. The scenario presented, for simplicity 

reasons, handles only two control and a few 

physical/smart entities. The last part of the scenario, 

i.e. the deployment of a generic application, is 

nevertheless very challenging and well beyond the 

state-of-the-art. A more elaborated and complex use 

cases would accentuate even more the need for the 

proposed ontology and framework. Also, the use case 

does not cover the formulation of smart entities in 

clusters. 

3.2 Ontology aim 

The aim of the IoT-ontology is three-fold: a) to 

provide a means of disambiguation of terminology 

related to the new research domain of the IoT, b) to 

satisfy the requirements for representing 

interconnected, clustered and aligned smart entities 

living in a Web of Things, towards i) retrieving their 

data or other information required by intelligent 

applications, or controlling them, in a unified way, ii) 

automatically shaping clusters of domain-specific or 

cross-domain entities, and iii) merging similar smart 



entities for efficiency, and c) providing modeling 

support to a semantic smart gateway for providers and 

consumers to register, coordinate and retrieve smart 

entities.  

Towards this aim, we introduce the new high-level 

notion of a Smart Entity and specify the relations 

between this and other high-level core concepts such as 

Physical Entity (also known as Thing or Object), 

Control Entity (also found as Control interface, 

Control or monitoring application), Electronic Device, 

Smart Entity Cluster, Smart Network, WoT. 

The objective is not to emphasize sensor and 

observation data descriptions as in SSN ontology, but 

instead to extend the representation of electronic 

devices beyond sensing devices, i.e. to cover all three 

IoT technology domains named in the Introduction 

section. Even more importantly, an objective is also to 

emphasize the notion of registering and coordinating 

interconnected, clustered and aligned smart entities 

towards a) interoperation and b) data integration, for 

the realization of common tasks in an IoT-based 

network organization. 

An additional objective of the IoT ontology is to 

reuse and align with other related ontologies. Thus, a 

number of definitions from SSN9 ontology, DUL10  

(DOLCE Ultra-Light upper ontology), QUDT11 and 

FOAF12 vocabularies have been reused although the 

aim of the presented ontology is different from theirs, 

and other definitions have been ‘aligned’ with domain 

ontologies such as NASA SWEET13 ontologies. By 

‘alignment’ here we mean that we have defined some 

concepts for experimentation and evaluation reasons, 

similarly to existing domain ontologies (e.g. 

environmental sensors-related concepts/properties) as 

well as in order to support the alignment of 

heterogeneous smart entities’ ontological definitions. 

3.3 Smart Gateway Framework and the IoT-ontology 

As already implied in previous sections, an IoT 

Smart Gateway Framework (IoT-SGF) must provide a) 

a semantic registry for smart entities, b) an on-the-fly 

ontology learning functionality to support smart 

entities to obtain a conceptual schema from their 

existing metadata, c) an on-the-fly ontology alignment 

functionality to support their semantic coordination 

process at run-time, and d) a semantic retrieval 

component. Peers (providers or consumers of smart 

entities) must be able to automatically register new 
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smart entities or retrieve already registered ones that 

match certain properties/criteria. Newly added 

heterogeneous smart entities, carrying their vendors’ 

ontological descriptions (or other types of metadata) 

for describing properties of the devices or data they 

carry, must be coordinated by automatically aligning 

their ontology definitions with the definitions of other 

smart entities, in a direct (point-to-point) way or via 

the shared semantics of a reference ontology, i.e. the 

IoT-ontology. Registered smart entities should be 

semantically coordinated towards a) retrieving their 

data or other information required by intelligent 

applications, or controlling them, in a unified way, b) 

automatically shaping clusters of domain-specific or 

cross-domain entities, and c) merging similar smart 

entities for efficiency reasons. Towards this goal, the 

task of the on-the-fly (semi-)automated alignment of 

smart entities’ ontological definitions (at run-time) is 

of a major importance [3], thus the design decision to 

integrate it in the IoT-SRF was made, supporting it by 

the incorporation of related information in the IoT-

ontology. Such information is based on to the ontology 

alignment design patterns proposed by the Ontology 

Design Patterns initiative (ODP) and to the very well-

known and widely-used ontology Alignment API [8]. 

Although it is out of the scope of this paper, it must be 

stated that the IoT-SGF and the IoT-ontology support a 

hybrid architecture, allowing both distributed and 

centralized topologies of either autonomous and 

intelligent smart entities (first case) or of entities that 

rely on the shared vocabulary of the IoT-ontology 

(second case).   

The IoT-ontology supports the IoT-SRF 

functionality. This ontology represents heterogeneous 

types of data, resources and devices that are parts of 

smart entities. Also, the ontology represents metadata 

for the description of data that smart entities carry and 

for the description of alignments between different 

ontology definitions that each smart entity is also 

equipped with. It must be noted, however, that this 

representational effort is related only to the extent of a 

Smart Gateway as this is discussed by Guinard et al in 

2010 [6], as well as to the description of things that 

enable humans and machines to understand what 

services they provide, enabling their search and 

automated discovery in an architecture for an open 

Web of Things, but not beyond that.  

 

4. Representing smart entities 

4.1 Core concepts 

This section presents the IoT-ontology for the 

representation of interconnected, clustered and aligned 

smart entities towards supporting their semantic 

http://purl.oclc.org/NET/ssnx/ssn
http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/ontology/


registration, coordination and retrieval. Since middle 

and low level concepts (sensor- and observation-

related) are reused from the OWL files of SSN 

ontology (ssn prefix) and some high-level ones from 

the DUL ontology (dul prefix), the paper emphasizes 

the definition of newly introduced concepts a) for the 

representation of high level entities on the IoT, b) for 

the extension of sensor and observation related 

definitions, and c) for the representation of smart 

entities’ alignment towards supporting their semantic 

coordination. One of the IoT high level concepts, 

Physical entity, is aligned (via an equivalent class 

axiom) with the DUL concept PhysicalObject (dul 

namespace and prefix). The focus here is on Smart and 

Control entities and on specific types of electronic 

devices that can be a part of a smart entity. Sensing 

devices are not the only kind of electronic devices 

considered in this research line, but embedded, 

actuating, computing and attached devices are also 

considered.  

The highest (top) level concept of the IoT-ontology 

(iot prefix is used for the proposed IoT-ontology 

namespace, with base IRI: http://purl.org/IoT/iot) is the 

concept iot:Entity, defined as something that has a 

distinct, separate existence, although it need not be a 

material existence. A iot:Control entity, iot:Smart 

entity, iot:Physical entity, dul:Information Entity, and 

dul:Formal entity, are subclasses of iot:Entity. A 

dul:PhysicalObject is defined to be equivalent to a 

iot:Physical entity.  

Appendix A depicts the core module of the 

alignment of IoT high level classes with classes from 

SSN and DUL namespaces. Also, as part of the use 

case scenario, the experimental temperature domain 

concepts provided by the 3 different related ontology 

definitions (one in the iot namespace, and the other two 

from the imported smartVendorB and smartVendorC 

namespaces) are depicted. Last but not least, the 

different domain-specific types of 

ssn:FeatureOfInterest and ssn:ObservationValue 

classes are depicted. 

A Web of Things (WoT) is some subset of the global 

Web of Things. It is a Web-based network 

infrastructure that has one or more Smart networks as 

part of it. A Smart network is also a network 

infrastructure that has at least one instance of the 

Smart entity class as part of it and any other number of 

instances of the Control entity class. 

A Smart entity is an Entity  that has as part of it at 

least one instance of a Sensing or Actuating or 

Embedded or Attached device or an instance of a 

dataset or data-stream in the Cloud 

(SensorOutput_in_cloud). Parts of a Smart entity are 

also a Domain ontology, i.e. an Ontology definition 

that semantically describes the smart entity (its 

devices, resources, services, etc.) and the data it 

produces or consumes, and a Software agent that me be 

responsible for a variety of negotiation and 

coordination tasks between the entities (translation of 

data, access to resources, coordination of actions, etc.). 

A Smart entity lives in a Facility (e.g. Building or 

Transportation facility), is owned by a Person, and 

may offer some Services. It may be controlled by a 

Control Entity, which may also implement an 

Application, and may be used by other Applications as 

well. Control Entities, Applications, and Smart entities 

via their software agents utilize Ontology definition 

alignments that are computed by a Control entity or by 

a smart entity’s software agent. A Smart entity is part 

of a one or more Smart networks and Smart entity 

clusters. Finally, a Smart entity has a unique identifier 

such as UCODE14 with an associate URI or IPv6 

address. Smart entity is the core concept of the IoT-

ontology, in contrast to SSN’s core concept 

Observation. The superclass axioms of Smart entity 

class are depicted in Figure 1 (extracted view using 

Protégé 4.2 OWLDoc plugin).  

 

 

Fig. 1. Superclass axioms of Smart entity class definition 

A Control entity is a special kind of Entity, being 

also a member of the class Software. If present (not a 

pure peer-to-peer scenario), it is responsible for the 

interconnection and interoperation control of Smart 

entities in terms of (aligned with the presented use case 

scenario): 

 Task-1: To interact with smart entities as 

required by the application logic: i) to request and 

receive data, ii) to execute commands for action. 

 Task-2: negotiate the meaning of ontology 

definitions of two or more smart entities, and to 

compute smart entities’ ontology definition 

alignments, in some case also requiring computing 
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learned ontologies from smart entities’ 

data/metadata. 

 Task-3: to utilize ontology definition 

alignments in order to i) retrieve domain-specific 

data from all sensing or embedded devices that may 

be connected, or exercise control, in a unified way, 

ii) automatically re-organize and coordinate the 

smart entity cluster when new domain-related smart 

entities are added or leave, and iii) merge similar 

smart entities for efficiency purposes. 

 Task-4: to negotiate with smart entities that 

may be willing to give access to their devices or 

other resources (an elaboration on this task is 

outside the scope of this paper).  

 

The related to Control entity classes are depicted in 

Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Superclass axioms of Control entity class definition.  

 

Smart entities, via their software agents, are 

responsible for responding to Control entities’ requests 

for data, or reacting to Control entities’ commands for 

action. In a pure peer-to-peer case, implementation of 

the Tasks 2 through 4 is also a responsibility of smart 

entities’ software agents. 

A Physical entity is an Entity used to classify 

instances of different types of Devices (e.g. Electronic 

devices, Electric and mechanic devices), Facilities 

(e.g. Building facilities, Transportation facilities) and 

Persons. Apart from the most important types of 

Sensing devices (e.g. Environmental sensors, Human 

body sensors, Visual sensors, Motion sensors, 

Orientation sensors, RFID readers) and Embedded 

devices (e.g. Smart phones, Wrist watches, Electronic 

home appliances), other primitive types of Electronic 

devices are defined such as Actuating devices, Attached 

devices (e.g. RFID tags) and Computing devices (e.g. 

Servers, Personal computers, Processors). The related 

to Electronic device classes are depicted in Figure 3. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Electronic device class and related classes. Dashed arc 

represents non-typeOf relations between neighbor classes. Plus (+) 

indicated node represents expandable ontology element. 

A Smart entity cluster is a clustered organization of 

smart entities based either in the similarity of the 

domain or in the network that these entities belong. So, 

individual smart entities that observe environmental (or 

more specifically, temperature) data can be organized 

under a related domain-specific individual cluster, 

whereas other individual smart entities from different 

domains but with inter-related tasks (cross-domain 

tasks) can be organized under a cross-domain cluster. 

Finally, smart entities can be organized in clusters 

based on their physical presence in a Smart network, 

e.g. in a City smart network or in a Home smart 

network. 

Beyond the definition of high level abstractions the 

ontology also incorporates common domain-specific 

concepts describing specific sensing devices. Such a 

design decision was driven by the need to provide a 

shared vocabulary for at least the most common 

domain conceptualizations to better support the 

automated process of aligning ontology definitions of 

heterogeneous smart entities. Although these common 

domain-specific concepts have been defined in a 

working experimental version of the IoT-ontology, the 

design pattern decisions of the IoT-ontology and 

mostly of the reused SSN ontology [15] allows for any 

new or existing domain-specific ontologies (e.g. 

NASA SWEET) to be reused and combined as in [7]. 

Based on the SSN ontology design patterns, the IoT-

ontology aims to reuse ODP15 initiative design patterns 

for content (e.g. PartOf, Region) and alignment (e.g. 

class equivalence, class subsumption). Also, other 

design patterns are introduced where necessary, for 

instance, to model an alignment of two classes via a 

partOf relation between them, or to model the case 

where a configurable concept such as an Embedded 

device defined in two ways (with a restriction of a 

particular property or not) in order to represent all 
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these individuals that sometimes may have an actuator 

device as a part of it, or may not: 

 

Embedded_device SubclassOf  

has_part_actuator min 0 Actuating_device. 

 

or with the use of disjoint sibling classes and a 

negative object property restriction for one of them: 

 

Embedded_device_with_actuator SubclassOf  

has_part_actuator some Actuating_device. 

Embedded_device_without_actuator SubclassOf  

¬(has_part_actuator some Actuating_device). 

Embedded_device_with_actuator DisjointWith 

 Embedded_device_without_actuator. 

4.2 Reuse of SSN, DUL, QUDT and FOAF 

SSN ontology follows a generic ontology design 

pattern for sensor and observation-based data on the 

Semantic Web [10]. For this reason and due also to the 

fact that SSN ontology has been a formal specification 

effort by the W3C Semantic Sensor Network Incubator 

Group that has already integrated related 

conceptualizations developed by related works (see 

Related Work section), we have reused it in the IoT-

ontology in the following way (the core reuse decisions 

are reported here and depicted in the Appendix A): 

 Reuse the class ssn:Sensing_device and extend 

its superclasses set by the new classes 

iot:Electronic device and iot:Hardware sensor. 

Also, six subclasses have been added in order to 

specialize different types of sensor devices i.e. 

iot:Environmental sensor, iot:Human body 

sensor, iot:Motion sensor, iot:Visual sensor, 

iot:RFID sensor, iot:Orientation sensor. 

 Reuse the class ssn:ObservationValue and 

extend it by a property restriction class that is 

defined by reusing the QUDT timestamp 

property. Also, other subclasses have been 

added in order to specialize experimental 

domain-specific types of observation values i.e. 

iot:Heat temperature observation value, 

iot:Wind speed observation value, iot:Facial 

emotion observation value. Also, numericValue 

property from QUDT vocabulary has been 

reused to describe the values of observed data. 

 Extend the class ssn:FeatureOfInterest by 

adding several subclasses in order to specialize 

experimental domain-specific types of features 

such as iot:Wind, iot: Heat, and iot:Position. 

 Extend the class ssn:Property by adding new 

subclasses in order to specialize experimental 

domain-specific types of properties that can be 

observed, i.e. iot:Temperature, iot:Speed, 

iot:Heart rate, iot:Blood pressure, iot:Emotion. 

Smart entities have vendors and physical entities 

have owners, so the definition of Vendor class (as 

subclass to Physical Entity) and the reuse of 

foaf:Person class was straightforward. We have also 

extended the set of superclasses of foaf:Person by the 

class iot:Physical entity and dul:NaturalPerson. 

The domain-specific types have been added as 

specializations of more generic SSN classes, not only 

for experimental reasons but also in order to serve 

themselves as reference concepts during the automated 

computation of domain-specific ontology definition 

alignments and the computation of learned ontologies 

from raw data. To better support this decision, we have 

put effort in the alignment of them to common and 

widely used concepts as much as possible such as the 

one provided by NASA SWEET domain ontologies.  

4.3 Representing knowledge for the support of 

semantic coordination of smart entities 

As already stated, the key for true interoperability of 

‘things’ in the IoT is to support the on-the-fly semi-

automated data translation process at runtime, with 

minimum human (designer and end-user) involvement, 

by computing (directly or/and via mediated schemas) 

and storing alignments of data descriptions in such a 

way that they could be queried and utilized together 

with the data, in a uniform way. Motivated by the 

abovementioned requirement, and based on the 

reported ‘ontology matching for smart spaces’ work [3] 

conducted in the framework of the Smart-M316 

platform developed for Artemis JU SOFIA and DIEM 

projects [9], the IoT-ontology considers the 

representation of ontology definition alignments so that 

translation of data and utilization (as described in 

Task-3 in Section 4.1) of this translation at runtime 

will be feasible. 

An iot:Ontology definition is a type of iot:Semantic 

metadata for describing information related to a 

specific domain (e.g. environmental domain, health 

monitoring domain) or to more generic domain-

independent information. Its subclass, iot:Domain 

ontology, represents a domain-specific ontology 

definition of a particular smart entity.  

An iot:Ontology definition alignment is the result of 

an alignment computation task between two ontology 

definitions executed by a control entity (if present) or a 

smart entity. Based on the ODP initiative design 

patterns and on the Alignment API, an ontology 
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definition alignment has zero or more alignment cells 

and an alignment header (Figure 4). An iot:Alignment 

cell represent the structure of an alignment between 

two entities (i.e. ontology definition classes or 

properties) from distinct vocabularies, specifying the 

involved entities, the correspondence relation that 

holds between them (i.e. equivalence, subsumption, 

etc), and a confidence value (in the interval [0,1]). 

The IoT-ontology part (module) of iot:Metadata is 

classified under the dul:InformationObject class and as 

sibling to ssn:SensorOutput class. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Fig. 4. Superclass axioms of Ontology definition alignment (a) 

and Alignment cell (b) classes.  

4.4 Methodological issues 

The IoT-ontology follows an evolutionary and open 

development process, towards the definition of a set of 

shared and community-agreed representational 

primitives with which to model the IoT domain of 

knowledge [20].  Based on the requirements gathered 

in the context of latest IoT-related research projects 

and motivated by key challenges reported in latest 

related research reports/papers, mostly from the SSN 

and IoT community, the main methodological decision 

is to reuse and extend existing conceptualizations and 

ODP patterns, and at the same time to improvise new 

ones towards supporting the aim and scope of the 

proposed ontology. Due to received (and expected) 

feedback from members of the SW and IoT 

community, a versioning strategy is also considered. 

Finally, the evaluation of each ontology version, in 

addition to the argumentation-based evaluation 

process, as proposed by HCOME OE methodology 

[11], is currently performed by querying 

experimentally instantiated concepts, until they are 

actually used in the IoT-SRF setting. 

 

5. Evaluation 

To evaluate the developed ontology, in addition to 

the discussion-based evaluation process [11], we have 

been experimenting with the registration of example 

individuals (electronic device data, ontology 

definitions’ alignment data, devices and smart entities) 

and example queries, driven by the intended use of the 

ontology. The ontology has been engineered so that the 

retrieval of smart entities is to proceed by means of a) 

the automatic classification of individuals with the 

computation of their inferred types, and b) SPARQL17 

queries for filtering the matched individuals. A more 

efficient language for querying streaming  data 

(SPARQL-Stream query language) could be employed 

in future evaluation, as reported in Calbimonte et al in 

2011  [7]. 

We have been using Protégé 4.2 (and DL-Query, 

OWL2Query plugin18) as well as OpenRDF Sesame 

2.6 to register example individuals of the core ontology 

classes and run SPARQL queries based on the scenario 

presented in Section 3.1.  Here, we provide only a part 

of the registered individuals and queries used for 

testing the IoT-ontology. 

Turtle syntax of SmartE-A1 individual registration 

is shown in Figure 5. For experimentation reasons, we 

have used a domain concept specified within the IoT-

ontology to describe room temperature observation 

data. Of course, SmartE-A1 could have been described 

with its vendor’s customized ontology definition. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Turtle syntax of SmartE-A1 registration. 

 

Turtle syntax of SmartE-B1 individual registration to 

HomeSmartNework-1 is shown in Figure 6. SmartE-

B1 is described with its vendor’s customized ontology 

definition (IRI prefix: SmartVendorB). 
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Fig. 6. Turtle syntax of SmartE-B1 registration 

 

Instances described with the above definitions can be 

retrieved in a unified manner using the query depicted 

in Figure 6, but without knowing the specific type of 

observation property that their sensing devices are 

observing: 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. SPARQL query for smart entities that are equipped with any 
device that observes any type of an observation property. 

 

The query depicted in Figure 7 retrieves smart entities 

that measure bedroom air temperature (i.e. smartE-B1): 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. SPARQL query for smart entities that are equipped with any 
device that observes bedroom air temperature. 

 

However, in order to be able to place specific queries 

that restrict the type of observation property, for 

instance, properties related to room temperature 

measurement, and at the same time be able to retrieve 

all registered individual smart entities at once, then one 

must provide ontology definition alignments to align 

observation property descriptions with each other via 

the IoT-ontology. In this example, we demonstrate the 

this case by adding new triples to the definition of 

SmartE-B1 individual (Figure 8), i.e. triples related to 

the ontology definition alignment of 

SmartVendorB:Bedroom_air_temperature class to the 

iot:Room_temperature one. As stated earlier, such an 

alignment has to be computed, but the question about 

how exactly it is done is outside the scope of this 

paper. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. Turtle syntax of SmartE-B1 definition of alignment between 

its SmartVendorB:Bedroom_air_temperature class and 

iot:Room_temperature. 
 

 

Consequently, a SPARQL query can be formulated as 

shown in Figure 9, not only retrieving the smart 

entities that are equipped with devices which observe 

‘room temperature’ but also restricting the set of these 

individuals (a means of filtering) to the one that are 

considered equivalent with a confidence value of 0.7 

and above (in the case where the alignment process is a 

fully automated process and cannot guarantee 100% 

precision). This query was tested in Sesame and in 

Protégé 4.2 (SPARQL query tab). 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. SPARQL query for similar smart entities (with a 

similarity/confidence value above 0.7), equipped with devices that 

observe room temperature 

 

Instead of (or in addition to) representing ontology 

alignment computation results as alignment cells, it is 

of course also possible to directly assert equivalence, 

or subsumption, of classes as OWL axioms, as shown 

in Figure 10. In this case, the confidence level 

information will in a sense be lost. On the other hand, 

SPARQL queries will get much shorter. 

 



 
 

Fig. 10. Alignment of ontology definitions using OWL 

equivalentClass axiom 

 

The example queries presented so far only 

demonstrate the retrieval of smart entities based on the 

observation property that their devices are observing 

and on the alignment data computed by their associated 

control entities. However, further refinement of results 

can be made using data filtering of additional Smart 

entity properties. For instance, we can further restrict 

the set of result individuals to those that ‘live in Mary’s 

house’ or ‘have been developed by Vendor-C for a 

Smart city network’.  

The presented version (v0.9) of the developed 

ontology (in OWL-DL language) is a populated 

ontology that imports SSN, DUL and experimental 

domain OWL ontologies (VendorB.owl and 

VendorC.owl). A zip file with all the related .owl files 

can be retrieved from 

http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1311500/IoT-Ontology/IoT-

Ontology.zip. This version and previous versions of 

the ontology can be on-line viewed and commented at 

http://purl.org/IoT/iot.  

  

6. Concluding Remarks 

This paper has presented the IoT-ontology for the 

representation of interconnected, clustered and aligned 

smart entities towards supporting their semantic 

registration coordination and retrieval on the IoT. 

Concerning the representation of smart entities in 

the IoT, we have accentuated the need for 

incorporating information concerning a) the types and 

characteristics of smart entities and of the data, 

metadata, resources and electronic devices that these 

are equipped with b) the ontology definitions that these 

entities are equipped with and of their alignments. 

Further work concerns extending the ontology towards 

other types of data and devices that may be a part of 

smart entities, as well as towards the semantic 

specification of services exposed by such entities in the 

IoT. Finally, the evaluation of the ontology within the 

IoT Smart Gateway Framework (IoT-SRF) using 

experimental use cases in specific domains (e.g. elderly 

health intelligent monitoring) is planned as part of 

several FP7 projects (see acknowledgements). 
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APPENDIX A 
 

Light greened circled nodes (bolded names) indicate newly introduced core IoT-ontology classes. Bold-lined corner-rounded radial-colored nodes 

indicate reused but slightly modified (e.g. extend subclass or property restriction axioms) classes from other vocabularies. Folder-cornered dash-

lined non-colored nodes indicate domain-specific classes introduces in the IoT-ontology for further knowledge refinement, experimentation and 

support of ontology definition alignment. 
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